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High Wycombe, UK, February 13, 2020 – CDVI, a leading access control manufacturer 
worldwide, announced new innovative features to its ATRIUM Access Control solution to be 
showcased at The Security Event. Those new features, such as the lockdown option and the 
integration with Texecom’s intruder alarms, made the ATRIUM even more successful in 2019 with 
nominations to the Fire and Security Excellence Awards, the Outstanding Security Performance 
Awards and the Professional Security Institute Awards.

“Our Access Control has been developed alongside market trends and wants over the past few 
years. ATRIUM is a very responsive and flexible online access control solution allowing installers 
and end users to always get the best value out of the system.” – Daniel Phillips, Product 
Manager.

About CDVI
The CDVI group is a worldwide manufa¬cturer of leading-edge security solutions for every installer, 
offering products ranging from Online and Standalone Access Control, Electromagnetic Locking, Keypads 
and Secure Readers, Smart Video Door Entry Systems to Door Automation. Without a doubt, you will 
find a product at CDVI for your latest project. Thanks to a unique 10-year warranty and the free training 
available at their facility in High Wycombe you will be able to get the most out of CDVI products. 

For more information:
• Visit our website [https://www.cdvi.co.uk/] 
• Connect with us on Social Media – 
• Visit us on stand D30 - Register here [https://bit.ly/313RVzt]
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New features
Lockdown, Invacuation and Evacuation
Thanks to innovation in the software and web interface, ATRIUM allows for optimal control of 
complicated and sensitive situations in public buildings. Areas can be marked as safe by rescue 
teams after the lockdown feature has been activated, making the invacuation or evacuation of 
the building safe and efficient.

Texecom Intruder Alarm integration
The recent CDVI’s ATRIUM / Texecom intrusion alarm integration enables users to benefit from 
a convenient, reliable and cost-effective integrated security system, managing both access 
control and intruder alarms. Setting up only one system and deciding all alarm features via the 
ATRIUM software and app allows for reduced installation time and on-site labour costs.
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